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Why development is needed ?

 Most of the current scientific research is dealing with very 
large number of data to analyze

 This is not just parameter sweep usecase, but in general 
Hight Throughput Computing (HTC)

 Tools are needed to efficiently address both computing and 
data handling issues

 Single operation client tools are not always adequate to 
cope with the high throughput requirements of even a single 
experiment

 Dedicated end-to-end tools should be developed to tailor 
end-user requirements (no general solution that fits for all)
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Why development is needed ?

 ARC provides API interfaces that could be used to address 
the computing and data handling part of any end-to-end 
solution that aim to leverage grid capabilities

 ARC1 provides a revised API model centered around plugins 
(it provides plugings for ARC0, ARC1 and CreamCE 
compute elements for example)

 Python bindings turned out to be extremely practical for rapid 
development of prototype HTC solutions
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What is the added value instead of my beloved 
bash/perl scripts ?

 Using the API allows to directly control and use the data structures 
ARC provides 

 like a list of computing resources – ExecutionTargets -, or 
easily create several JobDescription(s) from a template

 It allows to directly manipulate these data structures and/or 
integrate them in a control driver script 

 for example, it is very easy to obtain a list of Job objects each 
of them representing a submitted job)

 It allows to have a finer grained control on such data structure 
 like optimized bulk submission minimizing the ldapsearches 

on remote ends
 It allows to implement own allocation and resubmission strategies
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A typical high-throughput use case?

 Run a generic Application on a range of different inputs; 
where each input is a different file (or a set of files).

 Then collect output files and post-process them, e.g., 
gather some statistics.

 Typically implemented by a set of sh or Perl scripts to 
drive execution on a local cluster.
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A programming example

From a folder containing 20 .inp input files

Search for the one that has a particular pattern

Each file will be a job submitted

Driver script should handle:

1. All preparatory steps (create one JobDescription per input 
file)

2. Bulk submission

3. Global control on all submitted jobs

4. Result retrieval

5. Check which job found the pattern
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Basic ARC libraries data structures

1. User configuration
2. Resource discovery and Information retrieval
3. Job submission
4. Job Management
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Resource Discovery and Information Retrieval

 ComputingServiceRetriever
    ServiceEndpointRetriever (REGISTRY)
    TargetInformationRetriever (COMPUTINGINFO)
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Resource Discovery and Information Retrieval
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Retrieve ExecutionTargets

Retrieve available execution services.

 

The endpoints could be specified either in the UserConfig 
object or by creating arc.Endpoint objects directly and passed 
to the ComputingServiceRetriever. 

The discovery and information retrieval of targets is carried out 
in parallel threads to speed up the process. If a endpoint is a 
index service each execution service registered will be queried.

List of Execution targets can be accessed by invoking
GetExecutionTargets()
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ComputingServiceRetriever

arc.Endpoint("aio.grid.zoo",arc.Endpoint.COMPUTINGINFO)

arc.Endpoint("giis.smscg.ch/Mds-Vo-
Name=Switzerland,o=grid", arc.Endpoint.REGISTRY))

# Start updating information on endpoints 
contacting the remote services

retriever = arc.ComputingServiceRetriever(uc, 
endpoints)

targets = retriever.GetExecutionTargets()    
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Job Submission
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Job Submission

Job submission starts with the resource discovery and target 
preparation. 

Only when a list of possible targets is available the job 
description is read and brokering method is applied to rank the 
ExecutionTargets according to the JobDescription's 
requirements.

Note: this allows to submit bulk of jobs without having to re-
perform the resource discovery. 
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Job Submission

 The ComputingServiceRetriever has prepared a list of 
ExecutionTargets.

 In order to rank the found computing services 
(ExecutionTargets) the Broker needs detailed knowledge 
about the job requirements, thus the JobDescription is 
passed as input to the brokering process.

loader = arc.BrokerLoader()

broker = loader.load('Random',uc)

broker.PrefilterTargets([ExcutionTargets], JobDescription)

target = broker.GetBestTarget() 

target.ComputingService.Name
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Job Submission

target.Submit(arc.UserConfig, JobDescription, arc.Job)

Returns True/False and modifies arc.Job object
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Job Management

 The main component for handling jobs is JobSupervisor
 Underneath it uses plugin models to interface with different 

type of interfaces (like for the Endpoint)
 JobSupervisor has a internal list of jobs it knows 
 List is updated by JobSupervisor.AddJob(arc.Job)
 
 Jobsupervisor may be responsible of jobs running on 

completely different interfaces, and thus job management 
should be handled using plugins similar to resource 
discovery and job submission. 
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Job Management
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Job Management

jobsupervisor = arc.JobSupervisor(usercfg)

joblist is extensively used by the JobSupervisor to identify the 
JobController flavours which are to be loaded.

Jobs are managed directly by the Jobsupervisor by filtering the jobs 
known

Jobsupervisor.Update()
jobsupervisor.SelectByStatus(["Finished"])
Jobsupervisor.Retrieve(...)
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Job Management

Retrieving Job's sessiondir is done through jobsupervisor

arc.Retrieve(download_dir_prefix, usejobname, 
force, arc.StringList <downloaded_dirs>)

arc_sl = arc.StringList()
jobsupervisor.Retrieve(download_folder, True, 
True, arc_sl)
True

# Job are cleaned on the endpoint
jobsupervisor.Clean()
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Link

Main ARC entry point:

 www.nordugrid.org

Discussion mailing list

nordugrid-discuss@nordugrid.org

GC3: Grid Computing Competence Center

www.gc3.uzh.ch 

http://www.nordugrid.org/
mailto:nordugrid-discuss@nordugrid.org
http://www.gc3.uzh.ch/
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